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Executive Summary
If we...

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SUPPORTS

Description:

Provide professional development supports for administrators and teachers to create a culture of performance focused on improving standards

implementation, delivering curriculum with quality instructional practices, utilizing assessment results, and sharing responsibility and accountability for

improved results.

INSTRUCTION, INTERVENTION AND/OR ENRICHMENT FOR AT-RISK STUDENTS

Description:
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Provide supports for administrators and teachers to scaffold systematically academic and social-emotional learning systems including data-informed

instruction, intervention and/or enrichment, for “at-risk” students.

PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR COMMUNITY MEMBERS

Description:

Provide opportunities for community members (parents/guardians, District 11 residents and businesses) and District 11 staff to come together to build a

community-wide belief system that supports a culture of learning, achievement, and high expectations driven by collective efficacy and persistence.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS

Description:

Provide a balanced program of services to all English Language Learner (ELL) students to support both English language development (ELD) instruction

and sheltered core content instruction throughout the school day.

GT GROWTH

Description:

Quantitatively identified elementary school students shall be pretested for mastery of math units before classroom teacher plans for math instruction.

Then we will address...

GT DEPTH OF KNOWLEDGE

Description:

Explicit instruction in DOK 2 and 3 mathematics needs to be strengthened for Gifted and Talented students.

INSTRUCTIONAL FRAMEWORK.
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Description:

Lack of understanding and implementation district-wide of the instructional framework including lack of standards based short cycle assessments.

LACK OF URGENCY AND ACCOUNTABILITY

Description:

Lack of urgency and accountability related to results.

Then we will change current trends for students

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

Description:

Low and decreasing academic achievement across all grade spans and the district as a whole in all content areas.

GT MATH

Description:

Stable scores in math in Gifted and Talented students who are identified in quantitative.

ACADEMIC GROWTH

Description:

Low and decreasing academic growth across all grade spans and the district as a whole in all content areas.

GRADUATION

Description:

Graduation rates lower than state expectation of 80% overall and disaggregated, but for FRL and IEP in particular.
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CO PSAT

Description:

Low achievement and growth on the CO PSAT in Evidence-Based Reading and Writing and Math.

SIGNIFICANT READING DEFICIENCY

Description:

In elementary, high numbers of students are being identified as eligible for Significant Reading Deficiency (SRD) from fall to spring.

Access the District Performance Framework here:http://www.cde.state.co.us/schoolview/performance

Improvement Plan Information
Additional Information about the district

District 11 is accredited with an Improvement Plan: Low Participation. Performance Indicators are all “Approaching”. All assurances are “Meets”; however, while the

Accountability Participation Rate is “Meets 95%”, the actual participation in the state assessment district-wide is not met for English-Language Arts (ELA), math or

science, or CO PSAT Evidence-Based Reading and Writing (EBRW) or CO PSAT math. All three grade spans are rated as “Improvement”. Students with disabilities are

rated as “Does Not Meet” in all areas except HS ELA and math growth. The district overall shows better growth than achievement, although growth dropped in 2017.

Post-Secondary and Workforce Readiness show Dropout, CO PSAT and Matriculation are Approaching, and while Graduation for all students ALL and minority students

is rated as “Approaching”, while Free or Reduced Lunch (FRL) and students with disabilities are rates as “Does Not Meet”. Schools identified as needing improvement

receive targeted technical assistance via the ACT EST. Additional procedures were put in place at the High Schools in 2017 to increase participation in the state

assessment and these were effective, as only one high school did not meet Accountability Participation.

Improvement Plan Information

The school/district is submitting this improvement plan to satisfy requirements for (check all that apply):

 State Accreditation

 Title III

 Gifted Education
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School Contact Information
 David  EngstromName:  Assistant Superintendent of Instruction, Curriculum and Student ServicesTitle:

 1115 N. El Paso StreetMailing Street:  Colorado Springs Colorado 80903Mailing City / State/ Zip Code:

Phone:(719) 520-2045  david.engstromt@d11.orgEmail:

 Holly  BrilliantName:  Title I DirectorTitle:

 1115 N. El Paso StreetMailing Street:  Colorado Springs Colorado 80903Mailing City / State/ Zip Code:

Phone:(719) 520-2422  holly.brilliant@d11.orgEmail:

 Linda  SandersName:  Professional Development DirectorTitle:

 2560 International CircleMailing Street:  Colorado Springs Colorado 80910Mailing City / State/ Zip Code:

Phone:(719) 520-2588  linda.sanders2@d11.orgEmail:

 Talonna  HybkiName:  Multilingual FacilitatorTitle:

 1115 N. El Paso StreetMailing Street:  Colorado Springs Colorado 80903Mailing City / State/ Zip Code:

Phone:(719) 520-2145  talonna.hybki@d11.orgEmail:

 Kristin  BalsickName:  Gifted and Talented FacilitatorTitle:

 1115 N. El Paso StreetMailing Street:  Colorado Springs CO 80903Mailing City / State/ Zip Code:

Phone:(719) 520-2463  kristin.balsick@d11.orgEmail:

Narrative on Data Analysis and Root Cause Identification
Description of district Setting and Process for Data Analysis

District 11 is a large, urban/suburban school district located in Colorado Springs. The enrollment in D11 has decreased over time; however, it is still the largest district in

the region with an enrollment of 27,544 (inclusive of preschool) per official student count data in fall 2017. Demographics of the district have changed over time with large

increases in students eligible for the Free and Reduced Lunch program which is the indicator used to determine poverty rates for the district and for individual schools

within the district. Title I schools are funded on the percentage of students eligible for free meals only.

Those involved in the process of data analysis include: content facilitators include: Directors of Professional Development and Title I; the Systems Improvement

Specialist; staff from the Educational Data and Support Services (EDSS) office; Executive Director of EDSS; Executive Directors of Schools; the Assistant Superintendent

of Instruction, Curriculum and Student Services; principals from Title I and non-Title I schools; and teachers.  The District Accountability Committee (DAC) Accreditation

sub-committee reviews the District UIP document (February 26-27, 2018), makes recommendations to the UIP team, and advises the Board of Education prior to formal

adoption (April 11, 2018) before final submission. The recommendations from the DAC Accreditation sub-committee are incorporated into the document prior to

presentation to the full DAC Committee (March 15, 2018).
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The types of data reviewed and examined included CMAS PARCC; District Performance Frameworks; District Growth Summary; demographic, enrollment and mobility

data; Gifted and Talented data; Teaching, Empowering, Leading and Learning (TELL) survey data (from 2015); evaluation data (2016-2017) for both teachers and

building administrators; and interview data from interviews conducted by the Superintendent and each schools' Executive Director.

Root Cause

The issue that the group began with in October 2017 was: Why did the district drop in Median Growth Percentile in almost every ELA and Math area in 2016-2017? The

evidence-based problem was identified as: District 11 has a consistent drop in MGP with 95% of all groups and subgroups across all grade levels. And the District is

performing below the state and at the bottom of the 20 largest Colorado districts.

Data was analyzed on October 25, 2017. All potential root causes were put through a fish-bone activity, and then were rated according to a Significance and Control

Matrix. On January 5, 2018, the group re-convened and re-examined the potential root causes and then were led through an Interrelationship Protocol. Through this

process, two issues were identified as the most likely root causes: 1) Lack of collaboratively developed instructional framework, and 2) Lack of urgency and accountability

resulting in decreased student performance. After the identification of likely potential root causes, these statements were operationally defined and the validation process

began. Group members were assigned different parts of the validation process by locating data sources that would support or refute.

On February 2, 2018, the District-level UIP team met to review the results of the root cause validation process. In looking at data presentations and through the ensuing

conversations, it was determined that both potential root causes were likely the root causes for lack of expected growth and achievement.

 

Prior Year Targets

Consider the previous year's progress toward the district targets. Identify the overall magnitude of the district performance challenges.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:  ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT (STATUS)

Prior Year Target:
To earn sufficient points on the District Performance Framework to receive a "Meets" rating in all grade spans for All Students,

and to increase all subgroups' ratings by one level.

Target not met. At the elementary level, all students were rated in ELA, math and science as "Approaching", "Meets" and

"Approaching", respectively, in both 2016 and 2017. At the middle school level, all students were rated in ELA, math and
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Performance: science as "Approaching" in all contents in both 2016 and 2017. Similarly, at the high school level, all three content areas

were "Approaching" in both 2016 and 2017. Additionally, at the high school level, all students were rated as "Approaching" in

CO PSAT Evidence-Based Reading and Writing (EBRW) and Math in 2017.

Prior Year Target:
The percentage of gifted students identified in math who achieve an “Exceeded” proficiency level on PARCC math will

increase by 25% each year.

Performance:

In elementary, GT math identified students performed in math on PARCC at 41% "Exceeded" in 2016 and 51% in 2017,

which fell very slightly short of the target of 25% increase. In middle school/high school, students who "Exceeded" went from

12% to 16% from 2016 to 2017, a 33% increase.

Prior Year Target:
For elementary schools that assess 80% or more of eligible students on NWEA MAP, the percent of students at or above the

50th percentile will increase by 3% from the 2016 norms in reading.

Performance: NWEA MAP was discontinued and replaced by Galileo K-12.

ACADEMIC

ACHIEVEMENT

(STATUS)

REFLECTION:

R:  The District fell short of the goal and is still working towards better cohesion and alignment of curriculum, resources, implementation, and clarity

of expectations.

M:  In math, the District did not meet the established targets; furthermore in elementary, middle, and high schools the District received an

''Approaching'' rating for all students.

S: Science academic achievement was ''Approaching'' for all students at the elementary, middle and high school levels. At the elementary level, all

subgroups were ''Approaching'' except students with disabilities, which are categorized as ''Does Not Meet''. At the middle school level, all

subgroups are categorized as ''Approaching'' except for English Learners and students with disabilities, which are categorized as ''Does Not Meet''.

At the high school level, all subgroups are categorized as ''Does Not Meet''.

For Gifted student performance, teachers had multiple opportunities for professional development and coaching in the area of math. Clear

expectations for students identified in math and their performance on the math PARCC assessment were expressed to all GT teachers.

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:  ACADEMIC GROWTH

Prior Year Target: To increase the Median Growth Percentile to 50.0 for all students and subgroups to receive a "Meets" rating.
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Performance:

Target not met. At the elementary level, all students and all subgroups were rated as "Approaching" for both ELA and Math.

At the middle school level, all students and all subgroups were rated as "Approaching" for both ELA and math with the

exception of students with disabilities in math, who were rated as "Does Not Meet". At the high school level, all students and

subgroups were rated as "Approaching" in both ELA and math. Additionally at the high school level, all students and all

subgroups were rated as "Approaching" in CO PSAT to SAT in Evidence-Based Reading and Writing, with the exception of

students with disabilities, who were rated as "Does not Meet". In CO PSAT to SAT in math, all students were rated as

"Approaching", as were FRL and minority students; however, both English learners and students with disabilities were rated

as "Does Not Meet".

Prior Year Target: Decrease the number of students eligible for Significant Reading Deficiency (SRD) from 1560 to 1482 (5% decrease).

Performance: Target not met. D11 reported 1549 student eligible for SRD in the spring of 2017.

ACADEMIC

GROWTH

REFLECTION:

The SRD target appears to have not been met.  However, when number of identified SRD students is compared to District 11 total enrollment, the

number of identified SRD students dropped from 19% of the student population to 16% of the student population in 2017.  This is a 3% decrease and

is close to the target goal.  This is the first percentage drop since the initial report year of 2013.

 

PERFORMANCE INDICATOR:  POSTSECONDARY & WORKFORCE READINESS

Prior Year Target:
Increase graduation rate for all students to the state expectation of 80%. Increase the graduation rate for all subgroups by 5%

per year until state expectations are met.

Performance:

Target not met; however, for all students the percentage increase from 76.2% (7-year: 2016) to 79.0% (6-year: 2017). For

English Language Learners (ELL), the percentage increased significantly from 70.1% (4-year: 2016) to 78.2% (5-year: 2017).

FRL students also increased significantly from 66.6% (6-year: 2016) to 72.2% (6-year: 2017). Similarly, minority students and

students with disabilities both increased from 71.8% (6-year: 2016) and 63.8% (7-year: 2016) to 76.9% (6-year: 2017) and

69.8% (6-year: 2017), respectively.

Prior Year Target: Increase the mean composite score for all students on the SAT to meet state expectations.

Performance:

Target not met. Both growth and achievement are rated as "Approaching" for all students and all subgroups in both

reading/writing and math except for ELL in Math, rated as "Does Not Meet" and students with disabilities in both

reading/writing and math.
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POSTSECONDARY

& WORKFORCE

READINESS

REFLECTION:

The overall graduation rate and the disaggregated graduation rate are both being addressed by a redesign of CTE programming, adding

additional Career Pathways, and refocusing the Dropout Prevention Specialists in the District.  If alternative schools, nontraditional, and charter

schools were removed from the statistics, the overall graduation rates in our traditional high schools would meet the goal established. The

District is currently looking at ways to address the needs of these specialized programs.

 

The ACT EST (D11 technical assistance leadership team) continues to expedite resources to our most vulnerable schools, our K-12 Executive

Directors provide frequent coaching of principals, and the System Improvement Specialist and the team of instructional coaches supports

schools directly with instructional coaching and PLC support.  This year (2017-18), ICSS and EDSS have been actively involved in supporting

standards based instructional focus with deliberate attention to the assessment platform as an instructional tool.  Additionally, all ACT schools

are supported with their action plan development and monitoring on a quarterly basis as well as guided data digs with benchmark data.  At the

end of the school year, all school leadership teams will do a step-back reflection to review and adjust plans for next year.

 

Current Performance

CURRENT PERFORMANCE
 

17-18 Current Performance

At the District level, the trend for  has remained ''Approaching'' for 2014-15 and 2016-17; however, with the 2016 District Performance academic achievement

Framework (DPF) being based upon CMAS PARCC and the redistribution of points with academic growth gaps not being a part of the calculation, the percent of

points earned as a district dropped from 57.7% in 2014 to 52.0% in 2016. In 2017, there was a further drop to 47.7% of points.

In 2016 and 2017, for the district as a whole, academic achievement, academic growth, and post-secondary and workforce readiness expectations were rated

''Approaching''. Finance and and safety expectations were all met. For the district as a whole, while the accountability participation rate  is rated as ''Meets'' for[1]

both years, the actual participation levels for English language arts, math and science fall below the required 95% at 86.6%, 86.7% and 72.6%, respectively for

2016, The participation rates rebounded significantly in 2017 but still fall below the 95% requirement to 91.8%, 91.8% and 80.5% for ELA, math and science,

respectively.
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The participation rate for CO SAT EBRW and math was 91.4% for each assessment, and rated as ''Approaching''.  Only one school—a high school—showed low

levels of participation in 2017. All schools renewed efforts to educate parents on the benefits of state assessment participation and also renewed efforts to secure

documentable parent excuses when necessary.

   The concept of ''Accountability Participation'' was rejected by the US Department of Education upon review of the Colorado Consolidated State Plan. The[1]

Colorado Department of Education reconvened the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) Accountability Stakeholder Group to discuss and provide feedback on the

matter. On October 12, 2017, the Colorado State Board of Education agreed to follow both state and federal reporting rules.

           

ACHIEVEMENT

At the elementary level using the District Performance Framework (DPF), 2016 and 2017 have identical profiles. ELA: all students, ''Approaching''; ELL: ''Does Not

Meet''; Free or Reduced Lunch (FRL) and minority: ''Approaching''; students with disabilities: ''Does Not Meet''. Math: all students: ''Meets''; ELL, FRL and Minority:

''Approaching''; students with disabilities: ''Does Not Meet''. Science: all students, ELL, FRL and minority: ''Approaching''; students with disabilities: ''Does Not

Meet''. Overall total: ''Approaching'' for academic achievement. Percentile ranks remained level or dropped slightly for all students, but dropped across all

subgroups and content areas.

 

At the middle school level using the 2016 DPF, all students in ELA, math and science were rated as ''Approaching'' as were FRL and minority students. ELL

students were also rated as ''Approaching'' in science. ELL and students with disabilities were rated as ''Does Not Meet'' in ELA and math, and students with

disabilities were rated as ''Does Not Meet'' in science. The overall rating was ''Approaching'' for middle school academic achievement. In 2017 using the DPF, all

students were rated as ''Approaching'' for all three content areas, as were FRL and minority students in ELA. All other subgroups were rated as ''Does Not Meet''.

Percentile ranks for all students dropped in all three content areas, as did ranks for nearly all subgroups.

 

At the high school level using the DPF, similar to elementary, the same profile from 2016 emerged in 2017. All students were rated as ''Approaching'' in all three

content areas and the overall total is rated as ''Approaching''. All subgroups in ELA are rated as ''Does Not Meet''. In math, FRL and minority students are rated as

''Approaching'' and ELL and students with disabilities were rated as ''Does Not Meet''. In science, all subgroups are rated as ''Does Not Meet''. Included in academic

achievement for high school is CO PSAT Evidence-Based Reading and Writing (CO PSAT EBRW) and CO PSAT-Math. All students were rated as ''Approaching''

in both contents, as were FRL and minority students in reading and writing. ELL and students with disabilities were rated as ''Does Not Meet'' in reading and writing.

In math, minority students were rated as ''Approaching'', while all other subgroups were rated as ''Does Not Meet''. Percentile ranks in ELA dropped for all students

and all subgroups, except for students with disabilities, which was at the first percentile both years (and all content areas). Math did not see as sharp a drop as

ELA, and minority students increased by one point. Science dropped, as well, with all students declining from 22 (2016) to 19 (2017), and all subgroups are now in

the low single digits. CO PSAT-EBRW is 39 for all students, and between 1 (students with disabilities) to the high teens for all other subgroups. For CO PSAT
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Math, all students are at the 41  percentile, with all subgroups between 1 (students with disabilities) to, again, the mid- to high- teens.st

 

GROWTH

 

In ELA, the district dropped in Median Growth Percentile (MGP) in every area except students on Individual Education Plan (IEP), Asian and Hawaiian/Pacific

Islander. The district is below state expectation in all areas except Hawaiian/Pacific Islander. In Math, the district dropped in all areas except ELL and students on

IEP, which both remained level, and Asian, which increased. In fifth grade math, the district meets the state expectation, but does not meet in any other area. On

the District Performance Framework, Growth was rated as ''Approaching'' in both 2016 and 2017; however, the percent of points earned for growth dropped from

61.0% in 2016 to 49.1% in 2017.

 

At the elementary level in ELA in 2016, all students, ELL and minority students were all rated as ''Meets''. Students with disabilities were rated as ''Does Not Meet''.

In 2017, all students and all subgroups were rated as ''Approaching''. In math in 2016, all students were rated as ''Meets'' and all subgroups were rated as

''Approaching''. In 2017, all student and all subgroups were rated as ''Approaching''. English Language Proficiency (ELP) was not reported in 2017.

 

At the middle school level, 2016 and 2017 showed identical growth results. In both ELA and math, all students and all subgroups, for both ELA and math, were

rated as ''Approaching'', with the exception of students with disabilities, who were rated as ''Does Not Meet'' for both years. ELP was not reported in 2017.

 

At the high school level, both 2016 and 2017 show, in ELA, all students and all subgroups rated as ''Approaching''. In math in 2016, all students and ELL were

rated as ''Meets'', while the other subgroups were rated as ''Approaching''. In 2017, all students and all subgroups were rated as ''Approaching''. ELP was not

reported in 2017. New for 2017 is growth comparisons for CO PSAT EBRW and math. In CP PSAT Evidence-Based Reading and Writing, all students and all

subgroups (except students with disabilities who were rated as ''Does Not Meet'') are rated as ''Approaching''.  In CO PSAT math, all students, FRL and minority

are rated as ''Approaching'', while ELL and students with disabilities are rated as ''Does Not Meet''.

 

The dropout rate improved from 3.0% in 2016 to 2.5% in 2017, with both years rated as ''Approaching''. Matriculation dropped slightly in 2017 from 43.3% to 41.2%.

 

For graduation, all students saw a percentage increase from 76.2% (7-year: 2016) to 79.0% (6-year: 2017). For ELL, the percentage increased from 70.1% (4-year:

2016) to 78.2% (5-year: 2017). FRL students also increased significantly from 66.6% (6-year: 2016) to 72.2% (6-year: 2017). Similarly, minority students and

students with disabilities both increased from 71.8% (6-year: 2016) and 63.8% (7-year: 2016) to 76.9% (6-year: 2017) and 69.8% (6-year: 2017), respectively. All

students, ELL and Minority Students are rated as ''Approaching'', while, despite improvements, FRL and students with disabilities are still rated as ''Does Not

Meet''. Graduation gaps (2017 Colorado Department of Education) exist between Overall Females to Males (10.2%), Overall Males to Black Males (6.2%), and

Overall Males to Hispanic Males (6.0%).
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Gifted and Talented

Math Proficiency comparison for Elementary students: 

2016 Percentage of exceeded for students 3 -5  with a gifted math identification-41%; rd th

2017 Percentage of exceeded for students 3 -5  with a gifted math identification-51%; rd th

24.25% increase of exceeded math gifted students in elementary. 

Did not meet the goal of 25% increase in exceeded from 2016 to 2017.
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Math Proficiency comparison for Secondary students: 

2016 Percentage of exceeded for students 6 -10  with a gifted math identification-12%; th th

2017 Percentage of exceeded for students 6 -10  with a gifted math identification-16%; th th

33% increase of exceeded math gifted students in secondary. 

Exceeded the goal of 25% increase in exceeded from 2016 to 2017.
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Student populations eligible for FRL increased 28.2 percentage points district-wide from 2001 to 2017 (31.7% vs. 59.9%). The district experienced steady

enrollment of around 29,500 students between the school years 2008-09 and 2011-12, and declining enrollment during school years 2012-13 through 2017-2018,

with current enrollment as of October 1, 2017 of 27,544 students, inclusive of preschool. For the years 2013-14 through 2017-2018, the distribution of the district’s

students has remained fairly consistent: approximately 1% American Indian, 2% Asian, 7% Black, 31% Hispanic, 51% White, less than 1% Native Hawaiian/Pacific

Islander, and 8% two or more races. The ethnic diversity of each school varies throughout the district with some having relatively high percentages of minority

students (up to 82%) and others having relatively low percentages of minority students (down to 19%). The schools with the highest percentages of minority and

English language learner enrollments tend to be Title I schools; many are located in the southeast part of the district. Mobility continues to be a factor in all schools.

The Teaching, Empowering, Leading and Learning (  was last conducted in 2015 and has since been discontinued. A new survey (Teaching andTELL) Survey

Learning Conditions Colorado [TLCC]) is being prepared in lieu of the TELL Survey. Results will be available to include in the next UIP.

 has changed over the years in how and what is reported by the Colorado Department of Education (CDE). Under No ChildEquitable Distribution of Teachers

Left Behind (NCLB), CDE reported: the percent of teachers meeting Highly Qualified requirements; Highly Qualified by Poverty and Minority; and Novice Teachers

by Poverty and Minority. Under ESSA the concept of ''Highly Qualified'' went away and teachers need only be licensed under state requirements. However, Novice

Teacher by Poverty and Minority remain, and an additional criterion has been added to this calculation: Ineffective Teachers. According to data provided by CDE,

students in District 11 in high poverty and high minority schools are NOT being taught by novice teachers at a higher rate than students attending low poverty and

low minority schools. This is the desired state. However, CDE also reports that students in high poverty and high minority schools ARE being taught by ineffective
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teachers at higher rates (2.23% and 2.41%, respectively) than students in low poverty and low minority schools.

In alignment with the Colorado READ Act identification of students eligible as Significant Reading Deficiency, District 11 has shown increasing numbers

district-wide of students continuing to be identified in the spring after a full year's instruction from 2013 to 2015, with a relatively large increase in 2016, and

relatively stable numbers in 2017.

Spring 2013= 1144

Spring 2014= 1326

Spring 2015= 1396

Spring 2016= 1560

Spring 2017= 1549

 

Trend Analysis

 Stable then decreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Academic Achievement (Status)Performance Indicator Target:

At the District level, the trend for academic achievement has remained ''Approaching'' for 2014-15, 2016-17 and 2017-2018; however, with the 2016 DPF of points earned

as a district dropped from 57.7% in 2014 to 52.0% in 2016. In 2017, there was a further drop to 47.7% of points. This is notable because increases are not being made

and scores are below state expectation.

 DecreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Academic Achievement (Status)Performance Indicator Target:

At the high school level, the same profile from 2016 emerged in 2017. All students were rated as “Approaching” in all three content areas and the overall total is rated as

“Approaching”. All subgroups in ELA are rated as “Does Not Meet”. In math, FRL and minority students are rated as “Approaching” and ELL and students with disabilities

were rated as “Does Not Meet”. In science, all subgroups are rated as “Does Not Meet”. Drops in percentile ranking were seen across subgroups in all contents. This is

notable because achievement is decreasing and remains below the state expectation.
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 DecreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Academic Achievement (Status)Performance Indicator Target:

At the middle school level in 2017, all students were rated as “Approaching” for all three content areas, as were FRL and minority students in ELA. All other subgroups

were rated as “Does Not Meet”. Percentile ranks for all students dropped in all three content areas, as did ranks for nearly all subgroups. This is notable due to drops in

MGP and being below state expectations.

 DecreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Academic Achievement (Status)Performance Indicator Target:

At the elementary level using the DPF, 2016 and 2017 have identical profiles. The only group rated as "Meets" is all students in math. Percentile ranks remained level or

dropped slightly for all students, but dropped across all subgroups and content areas. This is notable because scores are decreasing and are below state expectation.

 Increasing then stableTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Academic GrowthPerformance Indicator Target:

In alignment with the Colorado READ Act identification of students eligible as Significant Reading Deficiency, District 11 shows increasing numbers district-wide of

students continuing to be identified in the spring after a full year's instruction. Spring 2013= 1144 Spring 2014= 1326 Spring 2015= 1396 Spring 2016= 1560 Spring 2017=

1549 This is notable because numbers of SRD eligible students decreased by less than 1% district wide.

 DecreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Academic GrowthPerformance Indicator Target:

At the high school level, both 2016 and 2017 show, in ELA, all students and all subgroups rated as “Approaching”. In Math in 2016, all students and ELL were rated as

“Meets”, while the other subgroups were rated as “Approaching”. In 2017, all students and all subgroups were rated as “Approaching”. ELP was not reported in 2017. This

is notable because ratings are decreasing and below state expectation.
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 DecreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Academic GrowthPerformance Indicator Target:

At the middle school level, 2016 and 2017 showed identical growth results. In both ELA and math, all Students and all subgroups, for both ELA and math, were rated as

“Approaching”, with the exception of students with disabilities, who were rated as “Does Not Meet” for both years. Median Growth Percentiles dropped for all students and

all subgroups. ELP was not reported in 2017. This is notable because MGPs are decreasing and below state expectation.

 DecreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Academic GrowthPerformance Indicator Target:

At the elementary level in ELA in 2016, all students, ELL and minority students were all rated as “Meets”. Students with disabilities were rated as “Does Not Meet”. In

2017, All students and all subgroups were rated as “Approaching”. In Math in 2016, all students were rated as “Meets” and all subgroups were rated as “Approaching”. In

2017, all students and all subgroups were rated as “Approaching”. ELP was not reported in 2017. This is notable because scores are decreasing and are below state

expectation.

 DecreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Academic GrowthPerformance Indicator Target:

In ELA, the district dropped in MGP in every area except students on Individual Education Plans (IEP) and Asian. The district is above state expectation in two areas:

Gifted and Talented and Hawaiian/Pacific Islander. In math, the district dropped in all areas except ELL and students on IEP, which both remained level. In fifth grade

math, the district meets the state expectation, but does not meet in any other area. This is notable because scores are decreasing and are below state expectation.

 Trend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Postsecondary & Workforce ReadinessPerformance Indicator Target:

New for 2017 is growth comparisons for CO PSAT EBRW and Math. In CO PSAT Evidence-Based Reading and Writing, all students and all subgroups (except students

with disabilities who were rated as “Does Not Meet”) are rated as “Approaching”. In CO PSAT Math, all students, FRL and minority are rated as “Approaching”, while ELL

and students with disabilities are rated as “Does Not Meet”. This is notable because it remains below state expectation.
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 IncreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Postsecondary & Workforce ReadinessPerformance Indicator Target:

For graduation, all students saw a percentage increase from 76.2% (7-year: 2016) to 79.0% (6-year: 2017). For ELL, the percentage increased significantly from 70.1%

(4-year: 2016) to 78.2% (5-year: 2017). FRL students also increased significantly from 66.6% (6-year: 2016) to 72.2% (6-year: 2017). Similarly, minority students and

students with disabilities both increased from 71.8% (6-year: 2016) and 63.8% (7-year: 2016) to 76.9% (6-year: 2017) and 69.8% (6-year: 2017), respectively. All

students, ELL and minority students are rated as “Approaching”, while, despite significant improvements, FRL and students with disabilities remain rated as “Does Not

Meet”. This is notable because all groups and subgroups remian below state expectation.

 Stable then decreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Postsecondary & Workforce ReadinessPerformance Indicator Target:

Dropout rate: 2012=3%; 2013=3%; 2014=2.8%, 2016=3.0%; 2017=2.5%. This is notable because it is below state expectation.

 StableTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Disaggregated AchievementPerformance Indicator Target:

Students identified as Gifted and Talented in the quantitative category are not scoring at the advanced level on state assessments. This is notable because these

students should score at higher levels.

Root Causes

Priority Performance Challenge: Academic Achievement

Low and decreasing academic achievement across all grade spans and the district as a whole in all content areas.

Root Cause: Lack of Urgency and Accountability

Lack of urgency and accountability related to results.

Root Cause: Instructional Framework.
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Lack of understanding and implementation district-wide of the instructional framework including lack of standards based short cycle assessments.

Priority Performance Challenge: GT Math

Stable scores in math in Gifted and Talented students who are identified in quantitative.

Root Cause: GT Depth of Knowledge

Explicit instruction in DOK 2 and 3 mathematics needs to be strengthened for Gifted and Talented students.

Priority Performance Challenge: Academic Growth

Low and decreasing academic growth across all grade spans and the district as a whole in all content areas.

Root Cause: Instructional Framework.

Lack of understanding and implementation district-wide of the instructional framework including lack of standards based short cycle assessments.

Root Cause: Lack of Urgency and Accountability

Lack of urgency and accountability related to results.

Priority Performance Challenge: Graduation

Graduation rates lower than state expectation of 80% overall and disaggregated, but for FRL and IEP in particular.

Root Cause: Instructional Framework.

Lack of understanding and implementation district-wide of the instructional framework including lack of standards based short cycle assessments.

Root Cause: Lack of Urgency and Accountability

Lack of urgency and accountability related to results.

Priority Performance Challenge: CO PSAT

Low achievement and growth on the CO PSAT in Evidence-Based Reading and Writing and Math.
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Root Cause: Instructional Framework.

Lack of understanding and implementation district-wide of the instructional framework including lack of standards based short cycle assessments.

Root Cause: Lack of Urgency and Accountability

Lack of urgency and accountability related to results.

Priority Performance Challenge: Significant Reading Deficiency

In elementary, high numbers of students are being identified as eligible for Significant Reading Deficiency (SRD) from fall to spring.

Root Cause: Instructional Framework.

Lack of understanding and implementation district-wide of the instructional framework including lack of standards based short cycle assessments.

Root Cause: Lack of Urgency and Accountability

Lack of urgency and accountability related to results.

Provide a rationale for why these challenges have been selected and address the magnitude of the overall performance challenges:

The Priority Performance Challenges were chosen as areas of focus because all groups are showing scores under state expectations and are decreasing.

All negative notable trends were placed in order and each Priority Performance Challenge addressed was chosen above others because of the significant

impact on the grade span and/or subgroup.

Provide a rationale for how these Root Causes were selected and verified:

Those involved in the process of data analysis include: content facilitators; Director of Title I; the Systems Improvement Specialist; staff from the

Educational Data and Support Services (EDSS) office; Executive Director of EDSS; Executive Directors of Schools; and the Assistant Superintendent of

Instruction, Curriculum and Student Services.  The DAC reviews the District UIP document, makes recommendations to the UIP team, and advises the

Board of Education before final submission.

 

The types of data reviewed and examined included CMAS PARCC; District Performance Frameworks; District Growth Summary; demographic, enrollment

and mobility data; Teaching, Empowering, Leading and Learning (TELL) survey data (from 2015); evaluation data (2016-2017) for both teachers and
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building administrators; and interview data from interviews conducted by the Superintendent and each schools' Executive Director.

 

A  process was employed to review district level data. This process required that team member present data that either supported or refuted the potential

root causes. Through this data and the ensuing conversations, it was determined that both potential root causes:

Lack of understanding and implementation district-wide of the instructional framework including lack of standards based short cycle assessments;

and

Lack of urgency and accountability related to results.

were likely both root causes for the lack or expected growth and performance.

Gifted and Talented and the Multi-lingual offices conduct separate root cause processes with parents and staff and determined, respectively, that their root

causes are:

Explicit instruction in DOK 2 and 3 mathematics needs to be strengthened for Gifted and Talented students; and 

There is not a balance of systematic English language development (ELD) instruction and sheltering of core content instruction daily for all English

learners. Students are being taught literacy skills as opposed to language acquisition in some cases and in others the focus is more on English

language development and little on core content access. English language learner teachers reported that they need more professional development

surrounding data analysis, setting learning targets for students, aligning English language development lessons with the Colorado English Language

Proficiency (CELP) Standards and Colorado Academic Standards (CAS).

Action Plans
Planning Form

Professional Development Supports

What would success look like: Provide professional development supports for administrators and teachers to create a culture of performance focused on improving

standards implementation, delivering curriculum with quality instructional practices, utilizing assessment results, and sharing responsibility and accountability for improved

results.

Describe the research/evidence base supporting the strategy: Professional Development (PD) is a systematic process that strengthens how professionals obtain and

retain knowledge, skills, and attitudes. It is designed to actively engage learners. It includes planning, design, marketing, delivery, follow-up, and evaluation of professional
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learning offerings, such as events, information sessions, and technical assistance. A professional learning event includes a set of skill-building processes and activities

designed to help targeted groups of participants master specific learning objectives. Such events are delivered in an adequate time span and may include trainings,

workshops, coaching, online or distance learning classes, and crafted for learning conferences. A professional development (learning) event introduces a new skill.

Effective PD includes the planning for and provision of one or more follow-up support strategies after a professional development event. Follow-up support is intended to

strengthen the transfer of learned strategies or skills so they will be retained and applied effectively. It may take place over time and can be altered as the needs of the

participants change. Follow-up support is not the introduction of new information; it is the reinforcement of information provided at the professional development (learning)

event. The ultimate goal of professional development is the effective implementation of skills and strategies that enhance knowledge and the transfer of learning to adults

so that adults can in turn transfer knowledge and skills to students in order to achieve. Learning Forward, the Professional Learning Association, believes professional

learning is necessary to ensure that every day every student achieves. • effective professional learning is fundamental to student learning • all educators have an

obligation to improve their practice • more students achieve when educators assume collective responsibility for student learning • successful leaders create and sustain a

culture of learning • improving student learning and professional practice requires ongoing systemic and organizational change.

Associated Root Causes:

Lack of Urgency and Accountability:

Lack of urgency and accountability related to results.

Instructional Framework.:

Lack of understanding and implementation district-wide of the instructional framework including lack of standards based short cycle assessments.

Implementation Benchmarks Associated with MIS

IB Name Description
Start/End/

Repeats
Key Personnel Status

Update

Updated Playbook posted to website.

Assistant Superintendent of

Instruction, Curriculum and Student

Services; Content Facilitators

Not Met

Identification

Identify participating schools based upon five criteria.
07/05/2017

07/14/2017

Superintendent; Program Improvement

Specialist; Executive Directors of

Schools

Met
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Coaching

Model_2

Provide coaching of building level teams.
07/24/2017

06/29/2018

Assistant Superintendent of

Instruction, Curriculum and Student

Services; PLC Coordinator; Content

Facilitators; Teaching/Learning

Coaches

Partially Met

Coaching

Model_2

Provide coaching of building level teams in alignment with

Professional Learning Communities (PLC) Key Indicators.

07/24/2017

06/29/2018

Assistant Superintendent of

Instruction, Curriculum and Student

Services; PLC Coordinator; Content

Facilitators; Teaching/Learning

Coaches

Partially Met

Training

Conduct training with building level teams on the continuum.
08/01/2017

10/13/2017

Assistant Superintendent of

Instruction, Curriculum and Student

Services; PLC Coordinator; Content

Facilitators; Teaching/Learning

Coaches

Not Met

New Materials 7th

For 2017-2018—addition of 7th grade materials, training and

support.

08/01/2017

06/29/2018

Assistant Superintendent of

Instruction, Curriculum and Student

Services; Social Studies Facilitator

Not Met

Training Social

Studies_2

Training for teachers fall 2017.
08/01/2017

08/18/2017

Assistant Superintendent of

Instruction, Curriculum and Student

Services; Social Studies Facilitator

Met

CTE 17-18

Tracking of increased program enrollment; Expansion of industry

certification and work-based learning model; Increased enrollment

in internship opportunities.

08/01/2017

06/29/2018

Executive Director K12 Schools; CTE

DIrector
Partially Met
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Case Manager

Achieve Coaches serving ACT buildings by streamlining

resources and guiding professional development.

08/01/2017

06/15/2018

Assistant Superintendent Curriculum

and Instruction; PLC Coordinator;

Achieve Coaches

Partially Met

Guided Data Digs

School teams analyze CMAS, Galileo assessment data and

identify high-leverage actions to eliminate gaps.

08/01/2017

06/15/2018

Assistant Superintendent of

Instruction, Curriculum and Student

Services; PLC Coordinator; EDSS;

Achieve Coaches

Partially Met

Nystrom Materials

Addition of elementary resources: Nystrom Social Studies

Curriculum (mentor text/literacy-based) for kindergarten, and

Discover Colorado (inquiry/literacy based) for 5th grade.

08/01/2017

08/31/2017

Assistant Superintendent of

Instruction, Curriculum and Student

Services; Social Studies Facilitator

Met

Third Grade

Social Studies

Primary Source kits for Teacher Created Materials linked to

Wonders standards.

08/01/2017

12/15/2017
Social Studies Facilitator; Teachers Partially Met

Schedule/Conduct

Schedule workshops for professional development; Conduct

workshops.

08/01/2017

11/01/2017

Assistant Superintendent of

Instruction, Curriculum and Student

Services; Math Facilitator

Met

Middle School

CTE Conferences

Middle school CTE teachers attend three Middle School meetings:

August 14th; October 12th; and February 22nd.

08/01/2017

04/30/2018
CTE Director; CTE Teachers Met

Discovery

PD for 2nd, 6th and 7th grades.
08/10/2017

05/25/2018

Assistant Superintendent of

Instruction, Curriculum and Student Partially Met
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Education

Professional

Development

Services; Social Studies Facilitator

Discovery

Education

Implementation

Full implementation of Discovery Education for 2017-2018 with

2nd, 6th and 7th grades.

08/10/2017

05/25/2018

Social Studies Facilitator; Building

Administrators; Teachers
Partially Met

UC Berkeley

Continuation and expansion of the successful implementation of

UC Berkeley strategies by building a partnership with CU Boulder

History Department.

08/10/2017

05/25/2018

Assistant Superintendent of

Instruction, Curriculum and Student

Services; Social Studies Facilitator; CU

Boulder History Department

Partially Met

Training Wonders

Conduct training for new teachers on the Wonders program.
08/10/2017

08/14/2017

Assistant Superintendent of

Instruction, Curriculum and Student

Services; Literacy Facilitator; Building

Administrators; Teachers

Met

Training ST Math

Continue professional development (by ST Math consultant and

district staff) with a focus on strategically using ST Math to help

students develop cognitive schema in math through problem

solving.

08/10/2017

05/25/2018

Assistant Superintendent of

Instruction, Curriculum and Student

Services; Math Facilitator; Company

Trainer; Building Administrators;

Teachers

Partially Met

PLC for CTE

Monthly PLC for all CTE programs at the high school level every

third Wednesday of the month; facilitated in Office 365 or Skype

environments.

08/16/2017

05/25/2018

Monthly

CTE Director; CTE Teachers Partially Met

Needs-Based
Provide relevant professional development based upon identified

areas of need.

09/01/2017

05/25/2018

Superintendent; Program Improvement

Specialist; Federal Programs Director;

Procurement office; Building
Partially Met
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Professional

Development

Administrators

Monitor

Monitor implementation of Essential Actions.
09/01/2017

05/25/2018

Executive Directors of Schools;

Program Improvement Specialist
Partially Met

Revise

Identification

Process

Identification will have clear entrance and exit criteria for schools

along a tiered support structure.

09/01/2017

01/12/2018

Assistant Superintendent of

Instruction, Curriculum and Student

Services; PLC Coordinator; ACT EST

Partially Met

PLC Key

Indicators

Train a team from each school on PLC Key Indicators and

empower them to lead PD in their schools.

09/29/2017

09/29/2017

Assistant Superintendent of

Instruction, Curriculum and Student

Services; PLC Coordinator;

Teaching/Learning Coaches;

Department Chairs

Met

Follow Up ST

Math

Follow-up with site-based, embedded professional development

with school teams.

10/02/2017

05/25/2018

Assistant Superintendent of

Instruction, Curriculum and Student

Services; Math Facilitator

Partially Met

ST Math

Monitoring

Monitoring of school implementation.
10/02/2017

05/25/2018

Assistant Superintendent of

Instruction, Curriculum and Student

Services; Math Facilitator

Partially Met

Based on data from building level surveys, review and adjust 10/16/2017

Assistant Superintendent of

Instruction, Curriculum and Student

Partially Met
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Three-Year PLC

Plan

three-year PLC plan. 06/29/2018 Services; PLC Coordinator; Content

Facilitators; Building Administrators;

Teachers

Feedback Loop

Conduct survey and collect data specific to the Key Indicators to

guide improvement efforts.

10/23/2017

11/10/2017

Assistant Superintendent of

Instruction, Curriculum and Student

Services; PLC Coordinator;

Teaching/Learning Coaches;

Department Chairs

Met

Science Teams

Convene science teams to conduct professional development on

CERR and 3-D Learning either after school or during the school

day.

01/02/2018

06/29/2018
Science Facilitator, Teachers Not Met

District Committee

Develop a collaborative partnership to optimize our culture of

collaboration across the district.

01/08/2018

02/02/2018

Assistant Superintendent of

Instruction, Curriculum and Student

Services; PLC Coordinator; Content

Facilitators; Teaching/Learning

Coaches

Not Met

Walkthroughs

Perform school walk-throughs to support levels of implementation.
01/08/2018

05/25/2018

Assistant Superintendent of

Instruction, Curriculum and Student

Services; ICSS Team; Executive

Directors of Schools; Building

Administrators; Teachers

Not Met

Coaching Model

Create coaching model based upon a continuum of progress

toward a highly functioning PLC.

02/01/2018

03/23/2018

Assistant Superintendent of

Instruction, Curriculum and Student

Services; PLC Coordinator; Content

Facilitators; Teaching/Learning

Coaches

Met

Assistant Superintendent of
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Communicate

Schedule of

Assessed

Standards

Communicate how schedule of assessed standards aligns with

District vision for assessments

03/01/2018

06/29/2018

Instruction, Curriculum and Student

Services; Content Facilitators

Planning Session

Provide guided workshop to improve planning, professional

development and resource allocation to ACT schools.

06/04/2018

06/05/2018

Assistant Superintendent of

Instruction, Curriculum and Student

Services; PLC Coordinator; ACT

Schools;

Not Met

Pacing Guides

and Assessments

Convene grade level teacher teams to align District pacing guides

to revised Colorado Academic Standards and create interim

benchmark assessments for grades 2-8

08/01/2018

10/31/2018

Assistant Superintendent of

Instruction, Curriculum and Student

Services; Content Facilitators;

Teachers

Turnaround

Grants

Implement and monitor the Turnaround Network school grants
08/01/2018

06/28/2019

Assistant Superintendent of

Instruction, Curriculum and Student

Services

Unpacking

Standards

Science teachers will work in teams to unpack the new science

standards adopted July 2018.

08/13/2018

05/24/2019
Science Facilitator, Teachers Not Met

Action Steps Associated with MIS

Name Description Start/End Date Resource Key Personnel Status

Modify the D11 Playbook to show alignment to the evaluation and

observation cycles, as well as alignment to the instructional shifts

called for in the Colorado Academic Standards.

Time; Human

Resources

Assistant

Superintendent of

Instruction,

Curriculum and

Student Services;
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D11 Playbook Content

Facilitators

Disciplinary

Literacy

Focus the integration of literacy (Disciplinary Literacy) on Primary

Source Analysis and Argumentative Writing.

General Funds;

Time; Human

Resources; Title

II, Part A Funds

Assistant

Superintendent of

Instruction,

Curriculum and

Student Services;

Social Studies

Facilitator

In Progress

ACT Plan

Continue to grow, resource and monitor the D11 ACT Plan

(technical assistance).

07/05/2017

06/29/2018

General Funds;

Title II, Part A

Funds; Time;

Human Resources

Superintendent;

Program

Improvement

Specialist; EDSS

Staff

In Progress

PLC Development

Provide support to schools in developing highly effective

Professional Learning Communities (PLC) through training,

modeling, mentoring and feedback mechanisms, with specific

focus on data literacy and instructional teaching responses to

data.

07/24/2017

06/29/2018

Title II, Part A

Funds; General

Funds; Time;

Human Resources

Assistant

Superintendent

Curriculum and

Instruction; PLC

Coordinator;

Content

Facilitators;

Building

Administrators;

Teachers

In Progress

Deliver the curriculum through the use of revised pacing guides

and support materials on units of study.

08/14/2017

05/25/2018

General Funds;

Time; Human

Resources

Assistant

Superintendent

Curriculum and

Instruction;

Content

Facilitators; High

In Progress
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Pacing Guides School Building

Administrators;

Teachers

Wonders

• Continue focused, intensive implementation of the K-5 Literacy

Program Wonders, while performing site visits to support

implementation.

08/17/2017

05/04/2018

General Funds;

Time; Human

Resources

Assistant

Superintendent

Curriculum and

Instruction;

Literacy

Facilitator;

Building

Administrators;

Teachers

In Progress

ST Math

Support ST Math with embedded professional development to

provide consistent lesson delivery within all K-5 math classrooms.

08/17/2017

05/25/2018

General Funds;

Time; Human

Resources

Assistant

Superintendent

Curriculum and

Instruction; Math

Facilitator;

Building

Administrators;

Teachers

In Progress

Science

Professional

Development

Provide science teachers with professional development in

Claim-Evidence-Reasoning-Rebuttal (CERR) and Three

Dimensional Learning.

01/02/2018

06/29/2018

Title II, Part A

Funds; General

Funds; Time;

Human Resources

Science

Facilitator;

Teachers

Not Started

Align and

Align and implement benchmark assessment using a schedule of

assessed standards for English Language Arts and math aligned
03/01/2018

General Funds

Assistant

Superintendent of

Instruction,

Curriculum, and
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Implement

Assessment

to the revised Colorado Academic Standards 06/29/2018 Student Services;

Content

Facilitators

Report Progress

Report to the superintendent three times a year on student

measures and progress on implemented activities

11/01/2018

06/28/2019
Time

Assistant

Superintendent of

Instruction,

Curriculum and

Student Services

Instruction, Intervention and/or Enrichment for At-Risk Students

What would success look like: Provide supports for administrators and teachers to scaffold systematically academic and social-emotional learning systems including

data-informed instruction, intervention and/or enrichment, for “at-risk” students.

Describe the research/evidence base supporting the strategy: Systematically providing interventions through a layered, tiered framework is rooted in research

literature because it is focused on meeting students where they are academically with focused supports (Castillor & Batche, 2012; Sugai & Horner, 2009)). When teachers

work in collaborative teams to ensure high levels of learning through the provision of extra time and support, students learn at a higher rate (DuFour, et. al., 2016; Buffom

and Mattos, 2011). Additionally, teachers can help shrink gaps and improve student achievement when school teams are intentionally oriented towards data driven

instruction (Bambrick-Santoyo, 2010). References Bambrick-Santoyo, P. (2010). Driven by data: A practical guide to improve instruction. John Wiley & Sons. Buffum, A.,

& Mattos, M. (2011). Simplifying response to intervention: Four essential guiding principles. Solution Tree Press. Castillo, J. M., & Batsche, G. M. (2012). Scaling up

response to intervention: The influence of policy and research and the role of program evaluation. Communique, 40(8), 14-16. DuFour, R., DuFour, R., Eaker, R., & Many,

T. (2016). Learning by doing. Solution Tree Press. Sugai, G., & Horner, R. H. (2009). Responsiveness-to-intervention and school-wide positive behavior supports:

Integration of multi-tiered system approaches. Exceptionality, 17(4), 223-237.

Associated Root Causes:

Lack of Urgency and Accountability:

Lack of urgency and accountability related to results.

Instructional Framework.:
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Lack of understanding and implementation district-wide of the instructional framework including lack of standards based short cycle assessments.

Implementation Benchmarks Associated with MIS

IB Name Description
Start/End/

Repeats
Key Personnel Status

Expand AVID Program

Implementation of AVID in three traditional high schools, one

nontraditional high school, two middle schools and one

elementary school.

Assistant Superintendent of

Instruction, Curriculum and Student

Services; AVID Facilitator; Building

Administrators; Teachers

Partially Met

New Pathways

Add more than 6 additional Career Pathways to middle and high

schools.
CTE DIrector Not Met

Link MTSS & PLC

Through training and coaching (above) link Multi-Tiered

Systems of Support (MTSS) to the PLC processes in every

building.

01/04/2017

06/29/2018

Assistant Superintendent of

Instruction, Curriculum and Student

Services; PLC Coordinator; Executive

Director Special Education

Not Met

AVID 17-18

2017-2018: plans to implement in remaining traditional high

school.

07/03/2017

06/29/2018

Assistant Superintendent of

Instruction, Curriculum and Student

Services; AVID Facilitator; AVID

Coach

Not Met

Read 180

Evaluation-Year 2

Determine through qualitative data, analysis of content

standards and program if core English requirements can be met

through the use of Read 180 Universal.

08/01/2017

05/25/2018

Assistant Superintendent of

Instruction, Curriculum and Student

Services; Literacy Facilitator;

Research and Evaluation

Not Met

All System 44 teachers attend state days (see Read 180) and

receive coaching from Houghton-Mifflin coach.

08/01/2017

04/28/2017

Assistant Superintendent of

Instruction, Curriculum and Student

Services; Literacy Facilitator; MHM Met
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System 44 Coaching coaches

MTSS Leadership

Team

MTSS Leadership Team will meet monthly with representatives

from CDE to plan the continued implementation of MTSS in the

district.

08/01/2017

06/29/2018

Assistant Superintendent of

Instruction, Curriculum and Student

Services; MTSS Coordinator; MTSS

Leadership Team; CDE

Partially Met

Articulations

Continue to increase articulation with higher education.
08/01/2017

06/15/2018
CTE Facilitator Partially Met

New Pathways

Add more than 6 additional pathways to middle and high

schools.

08/01/2017

06/28/2019
CTE Facilitator Partially Met

Tracking

Work with ICSS and EDSS to develop tracking system for

graduation in Q system.

08/01/2017

05/25/2018
CTE Director; EDSS; ICSS Partially Met

Social Emotional

Learning (SEL)

Evaluate K-12 SEL Curriculum being delivered district-wide, and

cross against CASEL Standards and CDE SEL Standards.

08/15/2017

06/29/2018

Counseling Services Facilitator, SSP

Chairs, Lead SPED Facilitator, MTSS

Specialist

Partially Met

Social Emotional

Learning (SEL) 2

Provide training on SEL and Trauma Informed Practices for

Schools.

08/15/2017

06/29/2018

SSP, Teachers, Counseling Services

Facilitator, Trainers
Partially Met

Comprehensive
Develop framework, plan, accountability measures and

08/15/2017
Counseling Services Facilitator, SSP
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Student Support

Model (CSSM)

Development

professional development for the delivery of services on SEL

and student wellness within K-12 schools.

06/29/2018 Chairs, Lead SPED Facilitator, MTSS

Specialist

Partially Met

Aerospace/Drone

Develop an aerospace/drone program at one middle school and

one high school.

08/18/2017

05/25/2018
CTE Facilitator; CTE Teachers Partially Met

Read 180 Data Days

District sponsored data days each quarter for all Read 180

teachers (PLC format).

09/01/2017

04/27/2018

Quarterly

Assistant Superintendent of

Instruction, Curriculum and Student

Services; Literacy Facilitator

Partially Met

Summer Planning

Plan for summer program, including choosing sites, RFP for

classes, preliminary hiring.

01/02/2018

04/13/2018

Assistant Superintendent of

Instruction, Curriculum and Student

Services; Science Facilitator

Not Met

Comprehensive

Student Support

Model (CSSM)

Identify Schools to implement CSSM model to include SEL

based on readiness.

01/05/2018

06/29/2018

Counseling Services Facilitator, K-12

Executive Directors, Building

Administration

Partially Met

Conduct Summer

Enrichment

Conduct summer program June 2018.
06/04/2018

06/22/2018

Assistant Superintendent of

Instruction, Curriculum and Student

Services; ICSS Team, Principals;

Teachers

Not Met

Evaluation Summer

School

Conduct an evaluation of the effectiveness of the summer

program.

06/25/2018

07/31/2018

Assistant Superintendent of

Instruction, Curriculum and Student

Services; EDSS

Not Met
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High School of

Business

Phase 1 complete at Odyssey ECCO (formerly Early College

High School). Phase 2 planned for 18-19.

08/01/2018

06/28/2019

CTE Director; Odyssey ECCO

Principal
Met

Agriculture/Horticulture

Addition of agriculture/horticulture programs.
08/01/2018

05/24/2019

CTE Teacher; CTE Director; Odyssey

ECCO Principal
Partially Met

Action Steps Associated with MIS

Name Description Start/End Date Resource Key Personnel Status

Shift to MTSS

Continue district-wide shift from Response to Intervention (RtI) to

Multi-Tiered System of Supports (MTSS).

07/05/2017

06/29/2018

General Funds;

MTSS Grant

Funds; Human

Resources; Time

Assistant

Superintendent of

Instruction,

Curriculum and

Student Services;

MTSS

Coordinator;

MTSS Leadership

Team

In Progress

Read 180

Support the implementation of Read 180 as a Tier II intervention

to all secondary schools with associated professional

development, on-site, coaching, and monitoring.

08/01/2017

05/25/2018

General Funds;

Time; Human

Resources

Assistant

Superintendent of

Instruction,

Curriculum and

Student Services;

ELA Facilitator

In Progress

Assistant

Superintendent of

Instruction,

Curriculum and
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AVID

Support the AVID instructional initiative through evaluation of

program, monitoring and support of the identified instructional

expectations.

08/01/2017

05/25/2018

General Funds;

Time; Human

Resources

Student Services;

Executive

Directors of High

Schools; AVID

Facilitator;

Building

Administrators;

Teachers

In Progress

Career Pathways

Continue to enhance the Career Pathways programming.
08/01/2017

06/29/2018

General Funds;

Grants Funds;

Time; Human

Resources

Executive Director

CTE; CTE

Facilitator

In Progress

Summer

Enrichment

Provide enrichment classes to all interested K-7 students, free of

charge, during June.

06/04/2018

06/22/2018

General Funds;

Time; Human

Resources

Assistant

Superintendent of

Instruction,

Curriculum and

Student Services;

ICSS Team;

Principals;

teachers

Not Started

Provide opportunities for community members

What would success look like: Provide opportunities for community members (parents/guardians, District 11 residents and businesses) and District 11 staff to come

together to build a community-wide belief system that supports a culture of learning, achievement, and high expectations driven by collective efficacy and persistence.

Describe the research/evidence base supporting the strategy: Student achievement is the number one goal of all people involved with education whether it is the

families, teachers, principals, or community members. Every parent wants their child to learn and be successful in school. Teachers and principals want students to

achieve high scores on standardized tests, and community members want to know that their local schools are high performing and producing quality students. The best

way to achieve this goal is to work together and actively create a school partnership that produces intelligent, happy and successful students. The most prominent model
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for parent involvement is Epstein’s Six Types of Involvement (Epstein, 2001). Epstein states that Parenting, Communicating, Volunteering, Learning at Home, Decision

Making, and Collaborating with the Community are all keys to successful parent involvement. Joyce Epstein describes Parenting as the process of helping parents

understand their children’s development. She uses workshops as an example for presenting information to the parents. In Communicating she describes the different

strategies that can be used to inform the parents, such as newsletters, postcards, and notes home. The next key is Volunteering, and although most people often think

volunteering is the only way a parent can get involved, this is clearly not the case. Volunteering means that a parent can provide training or be involved by improving

parent recruitment. The fourth type of involvement is Learning at Home which includes involving the family in the child’s learning through activities at home. An example of

this might be helping their child with homework. The fifth type of involvement is Decision Making. This includes involvement through the PTO/PTA, Site Council,

committees and other school advocacy groups. The final key is Collaborating with the Community where parents can take the initiative to coordinate community resources

and services for families. These six types of involvement are essential in trying to get parents engaged in their child’s education.

Associated Root Causes:

Implementation Benchmarks Associated with MIS

IB Name Description
Start/End/

Repeats
Key Personnel Status

Action Steps Associated with MIS

Name Description Start/End Date Resource Key Personnel Status

Social Media

Continuation of the use of social media to build relationships with

followers on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, YouTube and

LinkedIn, the District 11 website, the D11 Loop (the District’s

mass notification system), and through the media production TV

channels/web video stream.

07/05/2017

06/29/2018

Time; Human

Resources

Communications

Office
In Progress

Superintendent

Communications

Superintendent communications with district stakeholders:

Superintendent’s weekly e-newsletter, Nick’s Notes, the

Superintendent’s monthly video newscast, Nick’s News, and the

monthly employee newsletter from the Superintendent- the D11

Insider.

07/05/2017

06/29/2018

Time; Human

Resources

Superintendent;

Communications

Office

In Progress

GrandFriends are an integral part of the educational team

preparing today’s students for tomorrow’s world. Our retired and

senior citizens with their multiple and valuable skills serve as

talented mentors to our students and resource to the
08/01/2017 Time; Human

Volunteer

Services &
In Progress
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Grandfriends/Senior

Sounding Board

Superintendent. The students benefit not only from the sharing of

these skills but also from the relationships they develop with the

GrandFriends.

06/29/2018 Resources Community

Partnerships

DAC

District Accountability Committee has been restructured to

increase parent/community involvement in school and district

level activities with collaborative input.

08/04/2017

06/29/2018

Time; Human

Resources

Deputy

Superintendent;

DAC members

In Progress

Title I Parent

Involvement

Title I required parental meetings and parent/guardian

involvement activities (specific activities for 2017-18 can be found

in individual Title I schools' UIP documents and schoolwide plans

but include content area informational/training events, Parenting

with Love and Logic classes, homework support, Build-a-Book

events, etc.).

08/17/2017

05/25/2018

Title I, Part A

Funds;Time;

Human

Resources

Title I Office;

Building

Administrators

In Progress

Shadow a Teacher

Program for

Realtors

This will be a quarterly or once a semester program where we

invite realtors in to shadow a teacher, most likely at the high

school level, for either a half day or a whole day.

08/20/2018

05/24/2019

Time; General

Funds

Superintendent;

Communications

Office; Executive

directors of K-12

Schools; Realtors;

Teachers

Leadership

Academy

Development of continuing topics for parent/guardian Leadership

Academy.

09/03/2018

05/03/2019

Time; Human

Resources

Superintendent;

Communications

Office

Not Started

English Language Learners

What would success look like: Provide a balanced program of services to all English Language Learner (ELL) students to support both English language development

(ELD) instruction and sheltered core content instruction throughout the school day.
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Describe the research/evidence base supporting the strategy: Exhibit A: Using Sheltered Instruction to Support English Learners Amy Markos, Arizona State

University; Jennifer Himmel, Center for Applied Linguistics “Sheltered instruction delivers language-rich, grade-level content area instruction in English in a manner that is

comprehensible to the learners. When partnered with English language development and, when possible, native language instruction, sheltered instruction allows English

learners to progress academically while developing proficiency in English (Faltis, 1993; Fritzen, 2011;Genesee, 1999; Short, 1991; Wright, 2010). Sheltered instruction

also incorporates opportunities for students to develop general academic competencies, such as study skills, learner strategies, and critical thinking skills (Echevarria,

Vogt, & Short, 2012; Genesee, 1999; Snow, Met, & Genesee, 1989).” Exhibit B: Delivering and Evaluating Services for English Learners (ELs) Colorado Department of

Education. English Language Development and Sheltered Content Instruction are approved programs to support English learners in attaining English Proficiency Exhibit

C: Sheltered instruction and English language development: Key components Erick Herrmann “For English learners, research is scant on what works to close the

achievement gap. However, two key ingredients are necessary: sheltered instruction and English language development. ELD refers to the specific language instruction

English learners need in order to continue to learn English language skills. Other names and acronyms such as ESL, ESOL, TESOL and other terms are also used to

discuss this concept.”

Associated Root Causes:

English Language Development:

There is not a balance of systematic English language development (ELD) instruction and sheltering of core content instruction daily for all English learners.

Students are being taught literacy skills as opposed to language acquisition in some cases and in others the focus is more on English language development

and little on core content access. English language learner teachers reported that they need more professional development surrounding data analysis, setting

learning targets for students, aligning English language development lessons with the CELP and CAS.

Implementation Benchmarks Associated with MIS

IB Name Description
Start/End/

Repeats
Key Personnel Status

Professional

Development

Schedule and conduct professional development days
08/01/2017

05/25/2018

ELL Facilitator, Consultant, teachers,

aide
Partially Met

National
Purchase Licenses

08/01/2017

08/01/2017
ELL Facilitator Met
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Geographic

WIDA Purchase

Purchase WIDA assessment
08/01/2017

08/01/2017
ELL Facilitator Met

Rosetta Stone

Purchase

Purchase Rosetta Stone licenses
08/01/2017

08/01/2017
ELL Facilitator Met

I-Ready purchase

Purchase I-Ready
08/01/2017

08/01/2017
ELL Facilitator Met

Rosetta Stone

Implementation

Use Rosetta Stone with newcomers
08/17/2017

05/25/2018
ELL Facilitator, teachers and aides Partially Met

I-Ready

Implementation

Use I-Ready at all schools
08/17/2017

05/25/2018
ELL Facilitator, teachers, aides Partially Met

WIDA

Implementation

Implement WIDA Assessments
08/21/2017

04/13/2018
ELL Facilitator, teachers, aides Partially Met
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National

Geographic

Implementation

Implement assessments in all high schools 09/01/2017

05/11/2018

ELL Facilitator, teachers, aides Partially Met

Action Steps Associated with MIS

Name Description Start/End Date Resource Key Personnel Status

Professional

Development

Eighteen days of professional development for ELL teachers,

general education teachers and educational assistants in the

areas of making content comprehensible and scaffolding

academic language in content instruction. Supporting Wonder's

ELD instructional practices and effective instructional strategies

for ELL students in core content instruction.

08/14/2017

05/25/2018
Title III Funds

ELL Facilitator;

ELL teachers and

aides

In Progress

National

Geographic

Online

Assessment

Program

Supplemental online cluster and unit assessments for the National

Geographic Edge Curriculum. This curricular resource is used for

progress monitoring of high school English learners' attainment of

English proficiency throughout the school year.

08/17/2017

05/25/2018
Title III Funds

ELL Facilitator,

teachers and

aides

In Progress

WIDA Model

Assessment

Support the WIDA Model Assessment to use for progressing

monitoring of ELLs, to determine ELD program effectiveness and

English proficiency levels for Response to Intervention meetings.

The WIDA Model Assessment will be administered in August and

April.

08/17/2017

05/25/2018
Title III Funds

ELL Facilitator,

teachers and

aides

In Progress

Rosetta Stone

Supplemental English language development tool as an

intervention for newcomer English learners and for tutoring

support. Rosetta Stone will be used with newcomer ELL students

throughout the school year.

08/17/2017

05/25/2018
Title III Funds

ELL Facilitator,

teachers and

aides

In Progress
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I-Ready Online

Reading

Intervention

Program

ELL literacy intervention, assessment and ELD progress

monitoring online program. I-Ready is used by identified English

learners to fill gaps in literacy skills. I-Ready is used for a

minimum of 20 minutes a week throughout the school year.

08/17/2017

05/25/2018 Title III Funds

ELL Facilitator,

teachers and

aides
In Progress

GT Growth

What would success look like: Quantitatively identified elementary school students shall be pretested for mastery of math units before classroom teacher plans for math

instruction.

Describe the research/evidence base supporting the strategy: We believe that gifted and talented students should receive appropriate differentiated instruction from

trained teachers that address individual needs. We believe that the district gifted and talented program must have a broad base representation of students from different

ethnic and socio-economic backgrounds. These students will have resources to maximize their potential as appropriate to their educational needs and talents. In addition,

the social-emotional needs of gifted students should be recognized and addressed.

Associated Root Causes:

GT Depth of Knowledge:

Explicit instruction in DOK 2 and 3 mathematics needs to be strengthened for Gifted and Talented students.

Implementation Benchmarks Associated with MIS

IB Name Description
Start/End/

Repeats
Key Personnel Status

PLC

PLCs are ongoing and at least twice per month.
08/10/2017

05/25/2018
G/T Facilitator; Teachers Partially Met
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Ongoing

Professional

Development

Schedule and conduct PD for GT resource teachers, magnet

teachers and general classroom teachers at GT meetings and

buildings

09/01/2017

05/11/2018

Monthly
G/T Facilitator; Teachers Partially Met

Questioning

Strategies

Through cognitive complexity students are creating/completing

Advanced Learning Plans at a deeper level.

01/02/2018

05/04/2018
G/T Facilitator; Teachers Not Met

Task Force

Create a Task Force and hold meetings to conduct a Situation

Analysis

01/02/2018

01/02/2018
G/T Facilitator; Task Force members Not Met

Action Steps Associated with MIS

Name Description Start/End Date Resource Key Personnel Status

Professional

Development

Professional development for all teachers--general classroom and

GT-- in instructional strategies in math for gifted students.

08/10/2017

05/25/2018

Time; Human

Resources;

General Funds

G/T Facilitator;

Teachers
In Progress

Professional

Learning

Communities

Professional Learning Communities discussions, planning, and

review of data.

08/10/2017

05/25/2018

Time Human

Resources

G/T Facilitator;

Teachers
In Progress

Professional Development on questioning strategies that promote

cognitive complexity.

01/02/2018

05/04/2018

Time; Human

Resources;
G/T Facilitator;

Teachers
In Progress
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Questioning General Funds

Discrepancies

Investigate discrepancy of identification and performance of GT

underrepresented subgroups.

01/02/2018

05/25/2018

Time; Human

Resources;

General Funds

G/T Facilitator;

Teachers; G/T

Task Force

In Progress

School Target Setting

   Priority Performance Challenge : Academic Achievement

  Academic Achievement (Status)   PERFORMANCE INDICATOR: 

 MMEASURES / METRICS:

2017-2018: Increase math achievement according to the District Performance Framework for all students and all subgroups at

all grade spans to a minimum percentile rank of 50.0 to receive a "Meets" rating.

2018-2019: Maintain a "Meets" rating for All Students and all subgroups at all grade spans and continue to increase

achievement toward an "Exceeds" rating.

 INTERIM MEASURES FOR 2017-2018: Progress monitoring data will be collected and analyzed three times per year through district level benchmark

assessments such as ATI Galileo K-12 and classroom assessments.

  Academic Achievement (Status)   PERFORMANCE INDICATOR: 

 ELAMEASURES / METRICS:

2017-2018: Increase ELA achievement according to the District Performance Framework for all students and all subgroups at all

grade spans to a minimum percentile rank of 50.0 to receive a "Meets" rating.

2018-2019: Maintain a "Meets" rating for All Students and all subgroups at all grade spans and continue to increase

ANNUAL

PERFORMANCE

TARGETS

ANNUAL

PERFORMANCE

TARGETS
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achievement toward an "Exceeds" rating.

 INTERIM MEASURES FOR 2017-2018: Progress monitoring data will be collected and analyzed three times per year through district level benchmark

assessments such as ATI Galileo K-12 and classroom assessments.

   Priority Performance Challenge : GT Math

  Academic Achievement (Status)   PERFORMANCE INDICATOR: 

 MMEASURES / METRICS:

2017-2018: The percentage of gifted students identified in math who achieve an “Exceeded” proficiency level on PARCC Math

will increase by 25% each year.

2018-2019: The percentage of gifted students identified in math who achieve an “Exceeded” proficiency level on PARCC Math

will increase by 25% each year.

 INTERIM MEASURES FOR 2017-2018: Progress monitoring with ATI Galileo K-12 benchmarks for math; data presented at G/T PLC district-wide meetings and

school level meetings

   Priority Performance Challenge : Academic Growth

  Academic Growth   PERFORMANCE INDICATOR: 

 MMEASURES / METRICS:

2017-2018: Increase the MGP at 50.0 or higher for all students and subgroups at all grade spans to receive a "Meets" rating.

2018-2019: Maintain a "Meets" rating for All Students and all subgroups at all grade spans and continue to increase growth

toward an "Exceeds" rating.

ANNUAL

PERFORMANCE

TARGETS

ANNUAL

PERFORMANCE

TARGETS
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 INTERIM MEASURES FOR 2017-2018: Progress monitoring data will be collected and analyzed three times per year through district level benchmark

assessments such as ATI Galileo K-12 and classroom assessments.

  Academic Growth   PERFORMANCE INDICATOR: 

 ELAMEASURES / METRICS:

2017-2018: Increase the MGP at 50.0 or higher for all students and subgroups at all grade spans to receive a "Meets" rating.

2018-2019: Maintain a "Meets" rating for All Students and all subgroups at all grade spans and continue to increase growth

toward an "Exceeds" rating.

 INTERIM MEASURES FOR 2017-2018: Progress monitoring data will be collected and analyzed three times per year through district level benchmark

assessments such as ATI Galileo K-12 and classroom assessments.

   Priority Performance Challenge : Graduation

  Postsecondary & Workforce Readiness   PERFORMANCE INDICATOR: 

 Graduation RateMEASURES / METRICS:

2017-2018: Increase graduation rate for All Students to the state expectation of 85% or higher from the current percentage of

79%.

2018-2019: Increase the graduation rate for All Students by 5% per year until an "Exceeds" rating is received.

 INTERIM MEASURES FOR 2017-2018: Data collected from district-level dropout specialists; credit acquisition rates from high schools; credit recovery rates.

  Postsecondary & Workforce Readiness   PERFORMANCE INDICATOR: 

 Disaggregated Grad RateMEASURES / METRICS:

ANNUAL

PERFORMANCE

TARGETS

ANNUAL

PERFORMANCE

TARGETS
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2017-2018: Subgroups have increased graduation rates between 5.1% and 8.1% from 2016 and 2017. Each subgroup will

increase graduation rate at least 6.6% per year until state expectations of 85% are reached.

2018-2019: Each subgroup will increase graduation rate at least 6.6% per year until state expectations of 85% are reached.

 INTERIM MEASURES FOR 2017-2018: Data collected from district-level dropout specialists; credit acquisition rates from high schools; credit recovery rates.

   Priority Performance Challenge : CO PSAT

  Postsecondary & Workforce Readiness   PERFORMANCE INDICATOR: 

 SATMEASURES / METRICS:

2017-2018: Increase the mean scale score for all students and all subgroups on the CO PSAT to meet state expectations in

math (at or above 491.7) and EBRW (at or above 509.2).

2018-2019: Increase the mean scale score for all students and all subgroups on the CO PSAT to meet state expectations in

math (at or above 491.7) and EBRW (at or above 509.2).

 INTERIM MEASURES FOR 2017-2018: Common formative assessments at the high school level, such as ATI Galileo K-12.

   Priority Performance Challenge : Significant Reading Deficiency

  Academic Growth   PERFORMANCE INDICATOR: 

 RMEASURES / METRICS:

2017-2018: Decrease the number of students identified as having a Significant Reading Deficiency from 1549 (spring of 2017) to

1472 (spring of 2018) which is a 5% decrease.

2018-2019: Decrease the number of students identified as having a Significant Reading Deficiency from 1472 (spring of 2018) to

ANNUAL

PERFORMANCE

TARGETS

ANNUAL

PERFORMANCE

TARGETS

ANNUAL

PERFORMANCE

TARGETS
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1398 (spring of 2019) which is a 5% decrease.

 INTERIM MEASURES FOR 2017-2018: DIBELS Next progress monitoring and benchmarking.

Addenda
COLORADO SPRINGS 11

For Administrative Units with Gifted Education Programs

Administrative Units (AU) must complete this form to document Gifted Education program plan requirements for student performance. AUs responsible for multiple districts

may collaborate with districts, this is especially true for AUs with member district that have small n-counts. Numbers can be aggregated to the AU level and common

targets can be recorded, as appropriate, in district documents. As a part of the improvement planning process, districts are strongly encouraged to weave appropriate

requirements into earlier sections of the UIP. This form provides a way to ensure all components of the program are met through assurances and by (1) describing the

requirements in this addendum or by (2) listing the page numbers of where the gifted education elements are located in the UIP.

Description of Gifted Education Program Requirements

Recommended

Location in

UIP

Description of Requirement or Crosswalk of

Description in UIP Data Narrative or Action Plan

(include page numbers)

Record reflection on progress towards previous year’s targets.
Section III: Data

Narrative
See Section III: Data Narrative

Disaggregate gifted student performance by sub-groups (e.g., grade ranges, minority, and

FRED) to reveal strengths and/or gaps (disparities) in achievement and/or growth on state

and/or district assessments.

Section III: Data

Narrative
See Section III: Data Narrative

Provide a data analysis that includes trend statements, prioritized performance challenges and

root causes that investigates the needs of selected student groups.

Section III: Data

Narrative
See Section III: Data Narrative

Set targets for gifted students’ performance that meet or exceed state expectations that

facilitate gifted students’ achievement and growth (e.g., move-up, keep-up) in their area(s) of

strength.

Section IV:

Target Setting

Form

See Section IV: Target Setting Form

Describe gifted student performance targets in terms of either the district targets (convergence)

or as a specific gifted student target/s (divergence) based upon performance challenges of

gifted students.

Section IV:

Target Setting

Form

See Section IV: Target Setting Form
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Describe the interim measures to monitor progress of individual student performance for the

selected student sub-group or grade level range.

Section IV:

Target Setting

Form

See Section IV: Target Setting Form

Identify major (differentiated) strategies to be implemented that support and address the

identified performance challenges and will enable the AU to meet the performance targets.

Section IV:

Action Plan

See Section IV: Action Plan, Major Improvement

Strategy 5

Describe steps and timeline for major improvement strategies and professional development

that will have positive and long term impact to improve gifted student performance.

Section IV:

Action Plan

See Section IV: Action Plan, Major Improvement

Strategy 5

Describe who has primary responsibility for implementing action steps for improvement of

gifted student performance.

Section IV:

Action Plan

See Section IV: Action Plan, Major Improvement

Strategy 5

Indicate how student achievement is reported to parents and students, especially when gifted

students are above grade level instruction in one or more contents at a grade level.

Section IV:

Action Plan

See Section IV: Action Plan, Major Improvement

Strategy 5


